Abstract: We present a computational method for calculating the phase transformation start for arbitrary cooling paths and for different steel compositions after thermomechanical treatments. We apply the method to quantitatively estimate how much austenite deformation and how many different alloying elements affect the transformation start at different temperatures. The calculations are done for recrystallized steel as well as strain hardened steel, and the results are compared. The method is parameterized using continuous cooling transformation (CCT) data as an input, and it can be easily adapted for different thermomechanical treatments when corresponding CCT data is available. The analysis can also be used to obtain estimates for the range of values for parameters in more detailed microstructure models.
Introduction
Modern thermomechanically processed steels can be rolled and cooled to a variety of microstructures with properties tailored to many kinds of applications. To minimise scatter in microstructures and properties it is beneficial to have phase transformation models that are as accurate as possible. To be able to predict and understand the onset of phase transformations occuring during the complex cooling path of hot rolled steel for different compositions, a quantitative model is needed. To give a realistic estimate, the model should take into account the severe mechanical deformation occurring in hot rolling prior to cooling. In addition, it should be possible to extend the model and adapt it to specific steels and mechanical treatments prior to cooling. It is also desirable that the input data required for the model are easy to obtain, for example, by constant cooling rate experiments.
Several phase transformation models that can be used for simulations along arbitrary cooling paths have been introduced earlier, for example, references [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, there is currently no method that includes the effect of austenite deformation on the transformation start for different steel compositions and which could be used to calculate the transformation start for arbitrary cooling path. Since the nucleation phenomenona during the onset of transformation is different from the successive growth stage, several models separate the growth kinetics of the phase transformation from the onset stage by considering an incubation time or delay for the transformation start [3] [4] [5] 7, 8, 10, 11] . However, these models do not consider the effect of deformation prior to cooling [6] [7] [8] [9] , or they are specific to a certain steel composition, or they only take in to account the effect of a few alloying elements [2] [3] [4] [5] 10, 11] .
Also, detailed models, such as [12] [13] [14] , which include the description of the steel microstructure, can be used to calculate phase transformation phenomena. These detailed models include a number of parameters which can be either obtained experimentally [13, 14] or calculated using theory [12] . Such detailed models could benefit from data that can be obtained directly from linear cooling rate experiments in order to find the range of possible values for the parameters.
The method for calculating the start time of transformation from temperature-time transformation (TTT) diagrams has been presented in several articles, e.g., [1, [6] [7] [8] 15] , which could be used to calculate the transformation start by applying Scheil's additivity rule for an arbitrary cooling path. However, it has been shown that using such isothermal transformation data to calculate the transformation start for cooling conditions by applying the additivity rule can give incorrect estimates [16, 17] . For cooling, the application of the so-called ideal (or true) incubation time [18, 19] gives a better estimate for the transformation start for an arbitrary cooling path [20] , as it gives exactly the correct continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram for constant cooling rates when Scheil's additivity principle is applied.
We present a computational method to calculate an estimate for the ferrite phase transformation start of an arbitrary cooling path and for varying steel compositions containing the following alloying elements: C, Si, Mn, Cr, Cu, Ni, Mo, V, Ti, B, and Nb. The model can be easily adapted for new steels and thermomechanical treatments by using constant cooling rate CCT data as the input for the model. The transformation start time includes the time required for the formation of critical-sized nuclei (incubation time) as well as the time required for the growth of the nuclei to the volume fraction required for the detection of the phase transformation start. The method comprises three parts as follows: (1) Calculation of the CCT start time for different steel compositions and phases using the results presented in [21, 22] for steels subjected to strain relevant to hot rolling procedures; (2) construction of the so-called ideal TTT diagram [18] [19] [20] 23, 24 ] from a constant cooling rate CCT diagram; and (3) application of Scheil's additivity principle to calculate the phase transformation start for an arbitrary cooling path after the ideal TTT diagram has been calculated [18] . We show how it is used to quantitatively compare the manner in which different alloying elements affect the austenite to ferrite phase transformation start time and the corresponding activation energy for a given steel composition. The same calculation is done for steel which has been additionally strained below the no-recrystallization temperature, and the results are compared. We also calculate an estimate for the phase transformation start for different kinds of cooling paths.
Since the model presented in this work is based on experimental CCT diagrams [21] , it can be easily adapted and extended for different steels when there is a need to obtain more detailed estimates for given steel compositions or mechanical treatments prior to cooling. If constant cooling rate CCT data is analyzed, it can be used as the basis of this method, and the corresponding results, as presented in this article, can be obtained. We separately analyze the austenite to bainite transformation onset and present the results in [25, 26] .
Theory

Calculation of CCT Start Time for Different Steel Compositions
An estimate for the phase transformation start point in CCT diagrams for different steel compositions can be calculated with Equations (1) and (2) which were presented in reference [21] . As described in the original works, the equations were obtained by linear regression analyses on the effect of alloying elements on the CCT diagrams, considering the following elements: C, Si, Mn, Cr, Cu, Ni, Mo, V, Ti, B, Nb. The experimental results were obtained with 34 different steel compositions by cooling specimens after thermomechanical treatments relevant to industrial hot rolling and cooling processes.
where T s,cct (K) is the start temperature (in degrees Kelvin) for the phase transformation occurring with a constant cooling rate; c i are the concentrations of different elements in the steel composition in weight %; A i and B i are the constants obtained from the regression analysis; t 85 is the time elapsed while cooling the specimen from 800 • C to 500 • C; and t 85,k corresponds to the critical cooling rate, which is the slowest cooling rate that does not produce a measurable phase transformation. T N is used to denote 273.15 + B 0 + ∑ i B i c i . Prior to cooling, the steel sample was subjected to a mechanical deformation schedule consisting of either (a) two 20% strain deformations above the recrystallization limit temperature, or (b) the same as (a) but with an additional 30% deformation below the non-recrystallization temperature. The different deformation schedules (a and b) yielded different CCT start curves and regression constants. The regression constants for ferrite transformation for both deformation schedules were given in reference [21] and are reproduced in Table 1 . Table 1 . The regression constants given in [21] , which were used in Equations (1) The composition limits (in wt %) for the experimental data used in the regression analysis are shown in Table 2 [21, 27] . Table 2 . The composition limits (in wt %) of the model. A comparison with the experimental results showed that the functional form of Equation (1) represents the transformation to ferrite near the critical cooling rate (or t 85,k ) well. For some steels whose CCT diagrams indicate a transformation start near the equlibrium Ae3 temperature, the functional form gives a slightly higher value for the transformation temperature near the equlibrium temperature than that observed experimentally. When the transformation temperature described by Equation (1) of the steel is well below the equilibrium temperature, the functional form represents the transformation temperatures for the whole experimental range, t 85 ∈ t 85,k ...1000 s, well.
At a constant cooling rate,θ = (300 K)/t 85 , the temperature of the specimen can be expressed as T = Ae3 −θt, where Ae3 is the equilibrium ferrite formation temperature, and t is the time spent below the Ae3 temperature. By applying Equations (1) and (2), the time required for phase transformation to start during cooling, t s,cct is given by Equation (3):
Equation (3) is valid for the temperatures where Equations (1) and (2) represent the experimental results well (see discussion above) and can be used to calculate t s,cct for different temperatures, T s,cct . The coordinates (t s,cct (T s,cct ), T s,cct ) then represent the CCT diagram in time-temperature coordinates. Following [28] , we used Equation (4) to describe the Ae3 temperature (in degrees Kelvin):
where the element symbols refer to their concentrations (in wt %). The equation includes the effects of C, Mn, Si and Cr. The effect of small amounts of microalloying with other elements is neglected for the equilibrium temperature calculation [28] .
The CCT start curve was calculated using Equations (1)- (3) and is shown in Figure 1 with the critical cooling rate, which is the slowest cooling rate that does not produce the phase transformation. The plot was calculated for a steel composition of 0.09 C, 0.28 Si, 1.53 Mn, 0.012 P, 0.005 S, 0.03 Al, 0.05 Cr, 0.05 Cu, 0.035 Nb, 0.04 Ni, 0.02 Ti and 0.05 V (wt %) (named "TH16" in reference [22] ) which was subjected to mechanical deformation but allowed time to recrystallize prior to cooling. To describe the "nose" of the CCT diagram without discontinuities in the temperature derivative, a piecewise polynomial was used for smooth transition from the CCT curve to the critical cooling rate curve (see Figure 1 ). [21] . To describe the CCT "nose" without discontinuities in the derivative, a spline was fitted between the calculated CCT curve and the critical cooling rate.
Construction of the Ideal TTT Diagram from the Constant Cooling Rate CCT Diagram
The ideal isothermal transformation time, τ, can be calculated using Equation (5) [19, 29] 1
where the functionθ c (∆T) is the constant cooling rate required to produce a transformation start exactly at the point of undercooling, ∆T CCT (or, equivalently, ∆T CCT is the amount of undercooling at which the transformation starts for constant cooling rateθ c ). Applying the chain rule of differentiation we obtain 1
where T s,cct is the transformation start temperature in the CCT diagram.
Construction of the Ideal TTT Diagram from
The numerical value of the ideal isothermal start time can be obtained by taking the difference approximation of Equation (6) and solving for τ(
for a sufficiently small h value. The numerical value for the isothermal start time can be calculated using Equations (1), (2) and (7).
where t 85 (T s,cct ± h/2) represent the function values of t 85 (T) at T = T s,cct ± h/2. When the value h = 0.1 K was used, the recalculation of the CCT diagram from the TTT diagram using Equation (12) successfully replicated the original CCT diagram (as shown in Figures 3 and 4 ).
The numerical value of the isothermal start time can also be obtained from the (t s,cct (T s,cct ), T s,cct ) type constant cooling rate CCT diagram, where t s,cct and T s,cct are the time and temperature coordinates of the CCT curve and T start is the cooling start temperature temperature, by using the difference approximation described in Section 2.2.1. Since the constant cooling rate isθ c = (Tstart − T s,cct )/t s,cct (T s,cct ), Equation (8) describes the ideal isothermal start time as a function of temperature.
where t s,cct (T s,cct ± h/2) represent the function values of t s,cct (T) at T = T s,cct ± h/2. Equation (8) can be used to calculate the ideal isothermal transformation start, τ(T), when the constant cooling CCT curve (t s,cct (T s,cct ), T s,cct ) is known.
High Temperature Extrapolation of the TTT Start Time
For ferrite formation, we used the following high temperature extrapolation of the calculated ideal TTT start time. The function describing the isothermal transformation start time can be expressed by Equation (9) [20] 
where K and m are constants; R is the ideal gas constant; T is the absolute temperature; ∆T = Ae3 − T is the amount of undercooling; and Q is the activation energy to facilitate carbon mobility in the austenite-ferrite transformation. Taking the logarithm of both sides of the Equation (9) and differentiating yields,
Since near the equilibrium, Ae3, the temperature is (11) for high temperature extrapolation of the transformation start time:
where the constants B and m are determined from the conditions under which the functions lnτ and dlnτ/dT are continuous. The ideal TTT curve calculated from the CCT diagram as well as the high temperature extrapolation are shown in Figure 2 . The high temperature extrapolation of the ideal temperature-time transformation (TTT curve), calculated using Equation (11), shown together with the ideal TTT start diagram calculated directly from the experimentally fitted CCT curve using Equation (8).
Calculation of the Phase Transformation Start for an Arbitrary Cooling Path
Once the ideal isothermal transformation time has been constructed, it can be used to calculate the transformation start time for an arbitrary cooling path using Scheil's additivity principle. The transformation is assumed to start when the sum of the fractional transformation times equals one, as shown in Equation (12) [18] [19] [20] 30] .
where t i is the time spent at temperature T, and τ i (T) is the time required to produce a measurable transformation at that temperature.
To check that the computational method gave the correct result, the CCT diagram, which was obtained using the regression Equations (1) and (2), was recalculated using the obtained ideal TTT diagram and Scheil's additivity principle, as shown in Equation (12) . We also compared the results to the experimental data presented in reference [22] for steel "TH16". The comparison is shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The agreement between the original CCT diagram obtained by the regression formulas and the recalculated CCT diagram is excellent. Also, the comparison with the experimental data [22] shows a good agreement, although the difference between the experimental result and the CCT curve calculated with the regression equations is slightly higher for the temperatures near the CCT "nose" for this steel, as shown in the logarithmic plot in the inset of Figure 4 . In any case, at temperatures above 993 K (720 • C), the experimental values also agree well with the computed values. (1) and (2) and the recalculated CCT curve. The results were also compared to the experimental data given in [22] . Note that the original CCT curve and the recalculated curve almost overlap.
Effective Activation Energy of the Transformation Start
Since ferrite nucleation is a thermally activated process, it can be described using the concept of activation energy [31] [32] [33] [34] . The observed transformation start includes the nucleation of microscopic nuclei as well as the growth of the nuclei to a size at which the transformation can be observed by dilatometric measurement. The transformed fraction, χ, at a constant temperature can be described by an Avrami type Equation (13) [31] [32] [33] :
where the coefficient k is related to the nucleation and growth rates, and n is related to the shapes of the growing nuclei, and the approximation is valid for a small value of (kt) n (i.e., for the start of the transformation) [35] . We emphasize that during the intial stages of the transformation, before it has proceeded to the extent that it can be measured (e.g., 1% transformation), the values for k and n can be different than those produced later in the transformation [16] . This is because the energetically most favourable nucleation sites are consumed early in the process, and the transformed and diffusion regions do not overlap for the first ferrite regions that form on the austenite grain boundaries, whilst the mean carbon content of the austenite increases as the transformation proceeds.
Since both nucleation and growth are thermally activated processes, coefficient k can be described by the Arrhenius type Equation (14) [31] [32] [33] [34] :
where E A (T) is the effective activation energy, which depends on the temperature due to effects of undercooling (i.e., thermodynamic driving force) and atomic diffusion; R is the gas constant; A = Cω is a prefactor, which relates to the attempt frequency, ω, and the concentration of heterogenous nucleation sites, C. The effective activation energy is a linear combination of the activation energies of nucleation and growth [31] [32] [33] [34] . By substituting Equation (14) in to Equation (13) and solving for t, we can obtain an expression for the time, τ, required to produce a measurable transformation, χ m , at a given temperature, T, through Equation (15):
where K = χ m 1 n /A. Since the effective activation energy depends on the temperature, it is not straightforward to obtain its value. However, it is possible to show how different factors affect the transformation start from the differences in transformation start times, as described in Section 3.
Results
Model Validation
To demonstrate the benefits of using the model that has been specifically fitted to the experimental CCT data obtained after the thermomechanical processing described earlier, we compared the results obtained with Equations (1) and (2) to the corresponding simulations that were obtained with the commercial software JMatPro (TM) [1] as well as to the simulations based on the model described in [8] . This was possible, since the experimental data presented in the original reference [27] contained information on the austenite grain sizes of several steels, which could be used as input for the JMatPro (TM) software. The phase transformation model of the JMatPro (TM) software is a modified version of the Kirkaldy-Venugopalan phase transformation model [6] , and it was fitted to isothermal transformation data [1] . The comparison is shown in Figure 5a ,b. Experimentally-measured grain sizes were used as input in the JMatPro simulations. For the fully crystallized case, the DIN grain size number was 6, and for the strain hardened case, the DIN grain size number was 7.
To see how well the model can predict the transformation start for other steels that were not used in the regression fitting, we also compared the model result to CCT diagrams of other steels that were deformed in the austenite state [36] . Although the deformation conditions were not exactly the same as those used in the fitting model, the comparison shows that the model can give reasonable predictions (similar accuracy as in [6] ) for the transformation start for some cases. The steel compositions and deformation schedules for these experimental data were as follows: (I) 0.08 C, 1.52 Mn, 0.37 Si, 0.007 S, 0.023 P, 0.21 Cr, 0.10 Ni, 0.10 V, 0.05 Nb, 0.34 Cu, 0.02 Al and 0.008 N (wt %), strained for 0.25 at 1000 • C followed by 0.45 strain at 850 • C [36] ; and (II) 0.10 C, 0.87 Mn, 0.33 Si, 0.24 Mo, 0.002 B, 0.005 N, 0.48 Zr (wt %) strained for 0.25 at 830 • C [36, 37] . The deformation schedule used in case (I) corresponds that the use of the model fitted to the CCT and most likely for this reason the results had better agreement than in case (II). It must also be mentioned that for one case, the comparison against the experimental CCT data described in reference [36] (page 600, upper diagram) matched poorly. Hence, when using the model to estimate the transformation start for steels that have been subjected to different thermomechanical treatments than the one described earlier, or that have chemical compositions that are much different from the data that was used in the fitting of the regression model [21, 27] , experimental verification should be performed. In any case, we have demonstrated that the use of the model fitted to the CCT data from exact thermomechanical processing conditions (Figure 5a,b) can give more accurate information on the process than using general transformation formulas that have been obtained by fitting to isothermal transformation data without deformation, as shown in Figure 5 . 
Phase Transformation Start Calculation for Arbitrary Cooling Path
When the ideal TTT diagram has been determined for a given steel composition, it can be used to calculate the phase transformation start for an arbitrary cooling path. To give an example of this, we calculated transformation start diagrams for two different kinds of cooling paths: (1) for linear cooling paths, T(t) = Ae3 −θt, where the constant cooling rate,θ, was varied; and (2) for modified cooling paths, T(t) = Ae3(1 − (t/t 0 ) 2 ), where the time constant, t 0 , was varied. The transformation start curves as well as two examples of the cooling paths are shown in Figure 6 for both types of cooling paths. 
How Different Alloying Elements Affect the Phase Transformation Start
The alloying elements affect the phase transformation start via two main mechanisms. The chemical composition directly affects the effective activation energy of the transformation. Also, because the chemical composition can affect the grain growth and recovery of dislocation structures after deformation, the chemical composition can also affect the transformation start by changing the concentration of heterogenous nucleation sites. In order to obtain a useful measure which takes into account both of the effects, we analyzed the effect of different elements on the transformation start in the following way. First, the ideal TTT start diagram was calculated for the original steel composition, τ o (T). After this, the concentration of one alloying component was altered and the TTT start diagram was calculated for the altered composition, τ * (T). By comparing the original TTT start diagram and the altered TTT start diagram, the extent to which the change in the alloying component affected the TTT start time could be observed. Figure 7 shows how changing the carbon concentration of the steel "TH16" [22] affected the transformation start time. The effect of alloying on the transformation start during constant cooling rate is given by Equations (1) and (2) [21] , which formed the basis of our analysis.
Using the previously calculated incubation times τ * and τ o , we were able to calculate a useful measure to concisely describe both the effect of chemical composition on the transformation start as well as its effect on the number of nucleation sites. Since the effect of chemical composition on the thermal vibrations of the atoms is negligible, the fraction of the calculated transformation start times, Equation (16) , gives a value that can be used to parameterize more detailed microstructure models. However, more information on the effect of chemical composition on the prior austenite microstructure and available nucleation sites is needed.
where C * and C o are the concentrations of the nucleation sites corresponding to τ * and τ o ; and E A, * (T) and E A,o (T) are the effective transformation activation energies at different temperatures. The fractions of the transformation start times for elements that had non-negligible effects on the transformation start in the experimental analysis are shown in Figure 8 [21] . 
Effect of Strain Hardening on the Phase Transformation Start
The microstructure of the steel and the phase transformation start are affected by the final rolling temperature and the time spent at elevated temperature prior to cooling. If the steel is rolled above the recrystallization limit temperature and kept at a high temperature prior to cooling, the mechanically-deformed grains have adequate time to recrystallize. In contrast, if the metal is additionally rolled at or below the temperature where no significant recrystallization occurs, the austeninte grains do not have time to recrystallize prior to cooling and are in a more unstable state. This causes the ferrite transformation to start earlier for strain hardened austenite. A comparison of numerical simulation studies to experimental data showed that deformation affects transformation mainly via reduction in the undercooling required for nucleation [38] .
The original reference [21] that we used for calculating the transformation start temperatures and critical cooling rates via Equations (1) and (2), also provided the regression constants for strain hardened metal. It is therefore straightforward to calculate the same quantities for the strain hardened steel that were calculated for the fully recrystallized steel. The effects of different alloying elements on the transformation start of the strain hardened material are shown in Figure 9 . By comparing the results, we can analyze the effect of strain hardening on the transformation onset. We calculated the original ideal TTT transformation start time for the fully recrystallized steel, τ r , and the strain hardened steel, τ h , at different temperatures (Figure 10a ). To quantitatively analyze the effect of strain hardening versus fully recrystallized steel, we also calculated the fraction τ h /τ r by applying Equation (16) . The result is shown in Figure 10b . The steel composition used in the calculation was 0.096 C, 0.150 Si, 1.204 Mn, 0.018 P, 0.006 S, 0.008 N, 0.032 Al, and 0.036 Nb (wt %). 
Discussion
Model Validation
The results show that the use of a model that has been fitted to the CCT data from exact thermomechanical processing conditions (Figure 5a,b) gives more accurate results for the process than using general transformation formulas that have been obtained by fitting to isothermal transformation data without prior austenite deformation.
Phase Transformation Start Calculation for an Arbitrary Cooling Path
In Figure 6 , it is clearly shown that for the modified cooling paths where the material spends more time at high temperatures, the transformation start occurs at lower temperatures than for the linear cooling paths. The reason for this is that at higher temperatures, where the undercooling is lower, the driving force for transformation is also lower. This result shows how the method can be quantitatively used to find a desired cooling path to fine-tune the final microstructure by calculating an estimate for the required cooling to achieve transformation start at lower or higher temperatures.
Effects of Chemical Composition on Transformation Start for Fully Recrystallized Steel
The effects of different alloying elements are qualitatively described in reference [39] . All the alloying elements, including the carbide-forming elements, were in solution at the start of the phase transformation, but following controlled deformation in the no-recrystallization regime, it is possible that some carbide-forming elements tended to promote strain-induced precipitation at some stage. Thermodynamically strain-induced ferrite formation is most likely to precede, or at least compete with, the precipitation process at some point. In any case, the precipitation state after the deformation schedules corresponds more closely to actual rolling conditions than the use of traditional CCT or TTT diagrams, as pointed out in [27] . The following descriptions in [39] agree well with our results and provide a physical explanation for some of the curves. Silicon and niobium promote ferrite formation, while carbon, manganese, chromium, and molybdenum retard the phase transformation. Carbon and manganese are austenite stabilizers. Manganese enhances carbon enrichment by increasing carbon solubility in austenite. Molybdenum exerts an important solute drag effect and delays the transformation of austenite to ferrite and to pearlite strongly. Contrary to its strong carbide forming tendency from a thermodynamic point of view, carbide precipitation is often retarded in presence of molybdenum [39] .
Effects of Chemical Composition on Transformation Start for Strain Hardened Steel
For many alloying elements, the effects on transformation start is similar to those for the fully recrystallized case, but the absolute value of the effect is larger (i.e., the curves are spread wider apart from the zero axis). However, there are a few differences; for example, vanadium, which has a negligible effect for the fully recrystallized steel, promotes ferrite formation for the strain hardened steel. The effect of vanadium in promoting ferrite formation is mentioned in reference [39] . Also, copper, which has a negligible effect for the fully recrystallized steel, retards the transformation of strain hardened steel. Niobium, which promotes ferrite formation for the fully recrystallized material has the opposite effect for the strain hardened material. The effect of niobium in delaying the transformation for the strain hardened material can be explained by reduction of the prior austenite grain boundary energy [40] . After the additional deformation at a lower temperature, the niobium segregates more effectively to the grain boundaries than after high temperature deformation [35] . The reduction in the austenite grain boundary energy lowers the energy gain associated with ferrite nucleation on grain boundaries [40] and delays the nucleation. Niobium may also behave in a manner similar to molybdenum because of comparable atomic diameters and due to its ability to exert a strong solute drag pressure despite its carbide-forming tendency. However, this requires confirmation experiments with high resolution TEM studies to identify any possible precipitation.
According to the regression constants shown in Table 1 [21, 27] , boron should have almost negligible effect on transformation start. Since the study [27] was not specifically designed to show the effect of boron, this result may be misleading and has not been included in Figures 8 and 9 . However, the regression constants fitted to describe the hardness of the steel after cooling in the same study [27] show that boron has a significant hardening effect on steel subjected to deformation schedule (b). The conclusion from [27] , therefore, is that, for strain hardened steel, boron operates by reducing the increase in the ferrite volume fraction with time during cooling rather than through its effect on the start point of the transformation.
Conclusions
A computational model which can be used to analyze the onset of phase transformation for different steel compositions following different thermomechanical treatments prior to cooling was presented. The model can calculate the transformation start temperature for an arbitrary cooling path, and it can be used to analyze the effects of different alloying elements and mechanical straining on the transformation start at different temperatures. The calculation of transformation start for an arbitrary cooling path is of practical importance as it can be used in the design of cooling schedules. The estimate for the extent to which different alloying elements affect the phase transformation onset gives some indications of the underlying processes. These indications can be helpful in the construction of more detailed microstructure models, especially in finding ranges for different parameters in such models. Our computational method can be easily parameterized using constant cooling rate CCT data. When more detailed data is needed, for example, to consider the effect of different mechanical treatments prior to cooling, the method presented in this article can also be used. 
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Nomenclature T s,cct
Start temperature for the phase transformation occurring with a constant cooling rate. c i
The concentrations of different elements in the steel composition in weight %. t 85 The time elapsed while cooling the specimen from 800 • C to 500 • C. Isothermal timestep used in the application of Scheil's rule.
